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resolution
synonym

mood

propaganda

denotation

green

tone

direct

obfuscate
symbolism
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mountain
trait

cardstacking

loaded

connotation
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exposition

protagonist
Across

theme

characters

conflict

setting

antonym

bandwagon

2. a character ____ is an adjective to describe a
character's actions, thoughts,
4. propaganda that urges you to do something
because everyone else is doing it
7. is a kind of persuasion designed to keep us
from thinking for ourselves.
9. a word having a similar meaning to another
word
10. the people or animals in a story
11. the type of characterization in which the
author TELLS the audience what the personality
of the character is
12. A meaning, association, or emotion
suggested by a word
14. the conclusion of the story
15. propaganda that uses a symbol that carries
respect and links it to another product or idea
19. when a famous person endorses a product
or political candidate
24. The attitude a writer takes toward the
subject, character or audience.
25. the beginning of the story where the
protagonist and setting are introduced
28. a character or force that stands in
opposition to the main character
29. the problem or dilemma in a story

testimonial
bias

transfer

namecalling

indirect

antagonist
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1. prejudice in favor of or against a thing,
person or group compared with another usually
in a way considered to be unfair.
3. The life lesson that a work of literature
reveals.
5. the dictionary definition of a word
6. the type of characterization when the author
SHOWS things that reveal the personality of the
character.
8. used to symbolize nature, jealousy, or good
luck
12. to show only the best part of a product and
omit anything negative
13. the main character in the story; usually the
'good guy'
16. this type of language uses very emotional
words to influence the reader
17. the use of an ordinary object, event, person,
color or animal to represent something to which
extraordinary meaning and significance has been
attached.
18. when and where a story takes place
20. the way the text makes the reader feel
21. using labels to arouse negative feelings
toward someone
22. a word having the opposite meaning of
another word
23. The turning point in a story that creates the
greatest suspense or interest.
26. to confuse
27. symbolizes an obstacle or challenge
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